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I. Introduction

The dramatic and exponential growth of content available on web and its classification has now become an efficient methodology to make the contents of large repository in an organized manner [1, 4]. Social networking websites are the new era of expressing views. Today every fifth person put their opinions, views, comments on these micro-blogging and social sites like TWITTER¹, FACEBOOK² and many more. The format and pattern include in these websites are so easy to use and this is the most genuine reason that their accessing rate exponentially increased from last few years. Authors of those comments, views and opinions write their point of perception on any of discussion topic. It may include any political issue, religious issue, technology, product, movie review and much more daily gossiping issues flooded in their surroundings [2]. Now people are using internet as a communication tool among their social network including friends, family, friends of friends. It signify that they all now moved from traditional trends like mail, blog to these micro-blogging and social network sites. But they do not even realize that by gradually putting and sharing their opinions among their friends on these sites will finally become huge and relevant repository for any of particular entity or organization. Such dataset collected from all these sites can be efficiently used for marketing, case study and social studies. Organizations that required can easily draw inferences and conclusions regarding their product, technology or political point whatever they all are concerning with by going through opinions comes from these sites [3]. It indicates that now to analyze any feedback for anything you are concerning with, there is no major need to survey it home to home or person to person individually by contacting them through any means. In spite of this just need to collect opinions from these social networking sites and draw conclusions that what people like/dislike, what are their intentions towards any issue? Likewise, many queries can be answer by analyzing just their opinions on different aspects of their life posted on these sites. We use the dataset collected from FACEBOOK. FACEBOOK contains large number of comments concerning their personal thoughts and public views from different users belonging different regions and countries. TABLE 1 shows typical example of some FACEBOOK comments. In our paper, we study how these sites would use for sentiment analysis purposes which not only shown their opinion or point of view towards any matter but also provide their requirements, demands from the current scenario. We show how to use FACEBOOK as a medium for opinion mining. We use facebook for following reason:

- FACEBOOK is well known and frequently accessing site across the globe.
- FACEBOOK is not biased to any particular people category the crowd we will get on facebook is belonging to general public whose opinions are really worthwhile for any general survey.
- FACEBOOK joined by many people from different countries belonging to different category having many languages.

We collected around 2000 comments from facebook which evenly split automatically into three sets as follows:

1. Comments containing positive impact such as Good, Best, Happy and its more synonyms collected into Good.txt file.
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2. Comments containing negative impact Bad, Worst, Sorrow and its more synonyms collected into Bad.txt file.
3. Comments containing average impact Neutral, Average, Fine and its more synonyms collected into Avg.txt file.

We show how to classify these features based on different impact through classifier that extracts features in three separate classes. Finally we use LIBSVM providing multi-classification [9] support vector machine tool to train and testing accuracy of system that up to which extent our system does opinion mining.

Table 1: Example of Facebook Status with User Views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>User Views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matthew 24:14 this good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth for a witness to all the nations;and then the end will come.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had the best margharita EVER. you know its good when you have a slight burning sensation in your throat.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing, hockey, and some quality time with dad...today life is amazing. Hopefully it keeps running into tomorrow when I finally get some quality time with an awesome friend!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This will teach those pompous pricks to get their hoity toity higher educations! Except athletes: they're good hardworking people who deserve special breaks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I made an 84 on my math test and my average is an 88!!!! Whoot whoot yes im freakin excited!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. After collecting corpus we can do linguistic analysis on that corpus.
5. We can also build sentiment classification system based on features including in comments.

We conduct experimental evaluations to produce real time results on a set of real facebook comments posted to prove that our technique is efficient enough and performs better than previously proposed methods.

b) Organizations
The remaining paper is as follows divided into further section. In section 2, we discuss what are the material and tools we have used for extraction facebook comments, training and testing data. In section 3, we give the explanation of approach for collecting the corpora and its classification. Furte experimental evaluations performed by LIBSVM shown in section 4. Finally we conclude our paper about our work.

II. Material and Tool Used

a) Data Used
Facebook comments are used for our research work which is our primary focus. They will be further use for mine opinion on the basis of features contain in the comments extracted.

b) Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine is kernel based techniques which is major development in the machine learning algorithms. Support vector machines are groups of supervised learning that can be efficiently apply for classification. It represents an extension version to non linear model generalized portrait algorithm developed by Vladimir Vapnik [8]. The algorithm adopted in SVM is based on the statistical learning theory and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis [VC] dimension introduced by Vladimir Vapnik and Alexey Chervonenkis. A support vector machine [SVM] does classification as by constructing N-dimension hyperplane that optimally divided the data into two categories. [5] Even without feature selection performance of SVM can be very efficient [10].

c) SVM Implementation- LIBSVM
LIBSVM is software developed by Chih-Chung chang and Chih-Jen Lin was used for determining the value of two parameters[C, γ]. Our goal is to identify good [C, γ] so that classifier can be easily predict unknown data [i.e. testing data]. [7] LIBSVM is integrated software for Support Vector Classification, [C-SVC, nu-SVC]. It supports multiclassification [6]. It provides a parameter selection tool using RBF kernel which is cross validation via grid search. A grid search had been performed on C and Gamma using an inbuilt module of libsvm tools as shown in figure 3. Pairs of C and Gamma are tried and which will be best cross
validated accuracy is picked. The performance of classifiers for classes of facebook comments divided as above will be determined by measuring accuracy. SVM is known to be the most

III. APPROACH

a) Corpus Collection

We use Facebook API for collecting facebook comments from facebook1. We queried facebook as per keyword in our developed tool. How our tool collect data from facebook shown in figure below and explain step by step in the whole algorithm included further in paper.

As we can see in above figure we can fetch out comments by clicking on fetch button as per keyword would have entered. We can fetch number of comments we want as per requirement but there is limitation in facebook API that it could able to extract 500 random comments at a time. Facebook puller extract comments from site that further will store into text file which can be then used for our purpose of opinion mining. Our tool had been developed in a way which can also able to extract tweets from twitter using Twitter API. This functionality of tool had been designed by keeping in concern that our current research work would be extended further.

b) Feature Extraction and Classification

We collected facebook comments above, which further undergone for feature extraction from those comments individually through classifier we developed as shown below in figure 2. This classifier then classifies these features into three classes defined above automatically and generating files separately for each feature category respectively as shown in figure. These files generated has been strictly follow particular format supported by our training and testing tool LIBSVM and containing threshold (occurrence of word indicating opinion in comment) of words and their synonym containing in comment. The synonym of particular category which defines for our research work can be further extending for more refine research. This time we perform evaluation on the basis of some specific synonym. How this whole work get done will show in further algorithm in 3.4. This pseudo code explains whole concept and approach hidden behind facebook comments collection, feature extraction and classification.

![Facebook status puller](image1)

**Figure 1:** Facebook status puller

![Classifier that classifies features of facebook comments separately](image2)

**Figure 2:** Classifier that classifies features of facebook comments separately
c) Corpus Analysis

Now we have testing file in particular format containing occurrence of word in facebook comment would show its impact as good, bad and average. We use tool LIBSVM for analysis the extracted feature from facebook comments. LIBSVM then firstly perform training on testing file shown accuracy level of our mined data. It further does prediction to perform evaluation and experiments on different values. These results will further shown in next section.

d) Proposed Methodology

Step 1: Corpus collection

The first step is to collect the number of comments refers instances from Facebook.

Step 2: Extraction from Status Puller tool

In this Step the real-time comments from the Facebook status is been pulled from the status puller tool when connected to the server.

Step 3: Classification from Classifier Tool

The next step is to classify those collected comments into sub-classes as Good, Bad and Average through the classifier tool. The classifier generally takes a single instance and then matches it with the features in domain dictionary containing some synonym of features. This mapping is done to generate the threshold frequency for each feature and automatically generate a text file of it.

Step 4: Processing of LIBSVM tool

The generated text files is then processed in the LIBSVM tool that provides the accuracy rate for testing the classification which is further been traine and predict to be analyzed. The result of the training and predicting produces a contour graph shown in section 4.

Step 5: Analyzing the results

The final step is to analyze the results obtained from the contour graph and conclusions is drawn for the performance of the Classification. The whole process done defined above will be concluded in following algorithm which clears the crystal picture of concept being used for our work:

IV. Results and Discussions

The performance of our system to classification of features mined from facebook comments has been determined by training and predicted our cross validation files. We train our file and get following contour graph as shown below. It demonstrates feature extracted from facebook comments and distinguished it among three subclasses we made. The best accuracy we got is 74.8268% as shown below after cross validation. The tabulated value of C and Gamma for predicting different classes of features of facebook comments and for training dataset in given Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0078125</td>
<td>74.8268%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>69.515%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>67.4365%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Shown accuracy of tested corpus of facebook
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Table 2: C and Gamma values for training set of facebook comments with accuracies
Further, variation of C and Gamma values could provide more accuracy of training set. On using the RBF kernel with value of parameters $[C= 8, \gamma = 0.0078125]$ an accuracy of 74\% was obtained distinguishing facebook comments features classes from other two classes. The average accuracy of three classes is 70.592\%. This proved that opinion posted on facebook contain impact of view which could be categorized into three classes. The development of such concept will provide efficient method to classify all the opinions and views posted on facebook from different user. It will be further useful for analyzing comments and reviews that had been also found at many social websites.

V. Conclusions

The average accuracy of 70.5\% was obtained in classifying various classes. The final conclusion drawn from this research work is we have developed very efficient and time saving method to classify millions of comments posted on facebook. These classified opinions will then become required data to judge the reviews of users regarding any concern belong to any issue. It reduces the manual survey work that had been done for drawing conclusions on opinion posted on facebook. This work could further extended for twitter tweets or any of frequently access social websites containing several reviews from different people.
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